MODERNISM, PRIMITIVISM, NATIONALISM: THE MUSIC OF DEBUSSY, STRAVINSKY, AND CHAVEZ.
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Flute
Aileen Kilgore
Katie Lindeman
David Nischwitz
Angela Rich
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Lewis Nelson, tenor
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Kyle Forsthoff
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Haley Ross

Trombone
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Samuel Winston Price
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Christopher Wagner
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Euphonium
Tara Davis
Brandon Kiesgen
Matthew Peterson

Euphonium

Harmounium
Sun Young Park
PROGRAM

Prelude to The Afternoon of a Faun (1894) 
Arr. under the auspices of Schoenberg (1918) 
Claude Debussy

Symphonies of Wind Instruments (1947 rev.) 
Igor Stravinsky

*Short Pause*

March Provinciana from “Chapultepec” (1935) 
Carlos Chávez

Xochipilli “An Imagined Aztec Music” (1940) 
Carlos Chávez

Sinfonía India (1935) 
Carlos Chávez

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
This recital is given in partial fulfillment of the performance requirements for the degree Doctor of Musical Arts in instrumental conducting.
Jesse Leyva is a student of Gary Hill.
Grant Linsell is a student of Gary Hill.

In respect for the performers and those audience members around you, please turn all beepers, cell phones and watches to their silent mode. Thank you.
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Paul W. Estes
Senior Event Managers
Laura Boone, Xian Meng, Sixto Montesinos
Apprentice Event Managers
Brady Callum, Ingrid Israel, Kevan Nymeyer
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